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1. Introduction
1.1. Wh-scope Marking Questions
In this paper, I will present a novel semantic analysis of so-called wh-scope mark-
ing (WSM) questions. WSM questions are complex sentences expressing a long-
distance wh-question by means of two (or more) interdependent wh-clauses. In (1),
you ﬁnd examples of such questions from German and Russian.
(1) a. [CP1 Was
what
glaubst
think
du
you
[CP2 wen
whom
Hans
Hans
liebt ]]?
loves
(German)
‘Who do you think that Hans loves?’
b. [CP1 Kak
how
vy
you
dumaete
think
[CP2 kogo
whom
ljubit
loves
Ivan ]]?
Ivan
(Russian)
‘Who do you think that Ivan loves?’
Above and in the following, the superordinate clause of a WSM question and its
(immediately) subordinate clause are designated CP1 and CP2, respectively. Fur-
thermore, the wh-word of CP1 is referred to by the (descriptive) term “wh-scope
marker” and the wh-word of CP2 by “true wh-word.”
The peculiarity of WSM questions can be described most concisely by tra-
cing the basic assumptions of the ﬁrst analyses they have received (van Riemsdijk
1983, McDaniel 1989): The answerhood conditions of (1a,b), as reﬂected by their
English paraphrases, suggest that the true wh-word is interpreted with matrix scope,
whereas the wh-scope marker does not receive an interpretation at all. This gave rise
to the assumption that the wh-scope marker is not a contentful wh-word but a wh-
expletive marking the scope of the true wh-word (hence its name). Furthermore, the
presence of the wh-expletive in Spec-CP1 was assumed to allow the true wh-word
to reside in the speciﬁer of CP2 even though the matrix verbs of (1a,b) do not select
interrogative complements.1
I am grateful to the audiences of SALT XVII and SemNet 7 for their helpful comments. I
owe special thanks to Veneeta Dayal, Benjamin Spector, and Ede Zimmermann for the additional
feedback they gave me. Furthermore, I would like to thank Penka Stateva, Peter Staudacher, and
Arthur Stepanov for raising my interest in WSM questions.
1In German, this is shown by the ungrammaticality of the following construction.
(i) * Ich
I
glaube,
think
wen
whom
Hans
Hans
liebt.
loves
(German)
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For reasons of space, I will not go into the analyses departing from these
assumptions. Let me just mention that they involve a direct syntactic dependency
between the wh-scope marker and the true wh-word. This property distinguishes
these analyses from the approach that will be discussed in this paper, the so-called
indirect dependency approach (IDA). The IDA, proposed in its original form by
Dayal (1994), overcomes the construction-speciﬁc assumptions of the former anal-
yses and thereby greatly improves the understanding of the syntax and semantics
of WSM questions. Since my analysis is a variant of the IDA, Dayal’s original
approach will be brieﬂy sketched in the following subsection.
1.2. Dayal’s Indirect Dependency Approach
The IDA proposed by Dayal (1994) shares with the previous analyses the assump-
tion that the wh-scope marker has a syntactic correlate. However, the correlate is
not the true wh-word but the subordinate clause, CP2. Thus, there is only an indirect
dependency between the wh-scope marker and the true wh-word. This is shown in
(2) with the structure assumed by Dayal (1994) for sentences like (1a). Observe
that the wh-scope marker is coindexed with the subordinate clause CP2.
(2) [CP1[CP1 was2 C1[+Q] [IP du [VP twas2 glaubst]]]
[CP2 wen C2[+Q] [Hans twen liebt]]]
Some other properties of (2) are characteristic of Dayal’s IDA: CP2 is headed by
the interrogative complementizer C[+Q]. Hence, the movement of the true wh-word
to the speciﬁer of CP2 is an instance of ordinary wh-movement. However, as an
interrogative clause, CP2 does not satisfy the selectional restrictions of the superor-
dinate verb. Therefore, CP2 is assumed to be an adjunct to CP1.2 The complement
position of the superordinate verb is occupied by the wh-scope marker, which is
base-generated in this positition and subsequently moves to the speciﬁer of CP1.
Thus, the wh-scope marker is an ordinary wh-word.
The indirect syntactic dependency between the wh-scope marker and the
true wh-word is a necessary condition for the realization of the interpretive con-
nection that exists between these question words. According to Dayal (1994), this
connection is established essentially by standard semantic means.3 Following the
Hamblin/Karttunen approach to the semantics of questions (Hamblin 1973, Kart-
tunen 1977), interrogative clauses are assumed to denote sets of propositions. The
basic idea of Dayal’s IDA, then, is that the wh-scope marker is a question word that
asks for propositions, and that CP2 denotes a restriction on the admissible propo-
sitions. Accordingly, the wh-scope marker is analyzed as a generalized quantiﬁer
over propositions. This is shown in (3) with the denotation of was2. Note that
2Alternatively, CP2 can be an IP adjunct. However, this syntactic option does not lead to an
intelligible semantic result (see Dayal 1994: p. 157, fn. 10.). Therefore, it will be ignored in the
following.
3But see Beck and Berman (2000) for a critique of some of Dayal’s semantic assumtpions.
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the index of the wh-scope marker and hence the index of the subordinate clause is
passed on to the restriction variable T 2.
(3) λQ.∃q(T 2(q)∧Q(q))
The representation in (4) shows how the denotation of (the lower segment of) CP1
of (2) is derived by composing this quantiﬁer with the sister of the moved scope
marker. As a result of this semantic compositon, CP1 denotes a question over the
propositions the hearer believes.
(4) CP1
λ p CP1
∃q(T 2(q)∧ p = λ i.think′(i)(you,q))
was2
λQ.∃q(T 2(q)∧Q(q))
λq′ C’
p = λ i.think′(i)(you,q′)
du glaubst twas2
The semantic composition proceeds by λ -abstracting the restriction variable T 2 in
the denotation of CP1. This makes it possible to compose the denotation of CP1
with CP2, as is shown in (5).
(5) CP1
λ p.∃q(∃x(q = λ i.love′(i)(hans,x))∧ p = λ i.think′(i)(you,q))
CP1
λ p.∃q(T 2(q)∧ p = λ i.think′(i)(you,q))
λT 2 CP2
λ p′.∃x(p′ = λ i.love′(i)(hans,x))
was2 du glaubst wen Hans liebt
Hence, according to Dayal’s IDA (1a) is a question over the propositions the hearer
believes, where these propositions are of the form Hans loves x (for some entity x).
This is an intuitively correct result. Still, Dayal’s IDA can be improved in several
syntactic and semantic aspects, as will be shown in the following sections.
2. Reconsidering the IDA
2.1. A Revised Syntactic Analysis
In this and the following section, I will show that we can improve on Dayal’s IDA
by applying the partition theory of questions (Groenendijk and Stokhof 1982) to the
syntactic analysis of WSM questions proposed by Herburger (1994) and Stepanov
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(2000). According to these proposals, the WSM question in (1b) has the structure
in (6) at Spell-Out.4
(6) [CP1[+Q] kak [IP vy [VP dumaete [XP tkak [CP2 [+Q] kogo [ ljubit Ivan tkogo ]]]]]]
The representation in (6) shows two characteristics of the IDA: (i) The wh-scope
marker kak and the true wh-phrase kogo participate in two unrelated chains and (ii)
CP2 is an interrogative clause. What is speciﬁc to this version of the IDA is the
assumption that (the trace of) the wh-scope marker and CP2 form a constituent, XP,
which functions as the complement of the superordinate verb. This assumption is
well supported by syntactic evidence pertaining to case and movement theory (see
also Stepanov and Stateva 2006).
Besides this evidence, there are other arguments in favor of the revised IDA
syntax. For example, the wh-scope marker locally c-commands CP2 in its base
position in XP. This makes it possible to account for certain morphosyntactic con-
straints on CP2. A case in point is the well-known fact that in some languages, CP2
cannot be a yes/no or alternative question. German is such a language, as can be
seen by the deviance of the WSM constructions in (7).
(7) a. * Was
what
glaubst
think
du,
you
ob
whether
Hans
Hans
kommt?
comes
(German)
b. * Was
what
glaubst
think
du,
you
ob
whether
Hans
Hans
oder
or
Franz
Franz
kommt?
comes
The revised IDA syntax can account for this deviance with the assumption that
the German wh-scope marker must enter into an Agree relation with a wh-phrase
in its local c-command domain.5 This requirement rules out non-wh clauses in
4Here, I consider the Russian example because Russian allows for a particularly simple syntactic
analysis. In OV-languages like German and Hindi, matters are more complicated since we still ﬁnd
CP2 to the right of the matrix predicate (and the verbal cluster in general). See (i) for a German
example.
(i) Was
what
hat
has
Hans
Hans
sagen
say
sollen,
be to
wen
whom
er
he
liebt?
loves
(German)
‘Who was Hans to say that he loves?’
To account for the linear order between CP2 and the verbal cluster, we can assume that XP is extra-
posed to IP. This is shown in (ii) with a simpliﬁed structure for (i). (The wh-scope marker presumably
moves successive-cyclically to the left edge of the verbal domain before extraposition applies. This
is not represented below.)
(ii) [CP1 was hat [IP [IP Hans [I’ [VP [VP tXP sagen ] sollen ] that ]] [XP twas [CP2 wen er liebt ]]]]
Furthermore, note that the extraposed XP must be reconstructed at LF.
5The so-called wh-copy construction of German (and other languages) provides further evidence
for such an agree relation. Sentences like (i) are often assumed to contain multiple copies of a single
wh-phrase at intermediate positions of successive cyclic wh-movement.
(i) Wen
Whom
glaubst
think
du,
you
wen
whom
Hans
Hans
liebt?
loves
(German)
‘Who do you think that Hans loves?’
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German WSM questions (see Fanselow and Mahajan 2000: 214ff for a discussion
of a broader range of data from much the same point of view).
The deviance of (7a,b) cannot be explained in a principled way on the basis
of the syntactic assumptions of the original IDA. For reasons like this, Dayal (2000)
envisages adopting the revised syntax, at least, for languages like German. The
compatibility of Dayal’s semantic approach with the revised syntax is shown in
Stepanov (2000) with an explicit compositional analysis.
2.2. The Partition-Theoretic IDA
The basic idea of the semantic analysis I am proposing can be described as follows.
From a semantic point of view, it is natural to assume that the formation of XP is
the syntactic reﬂex of a type mismatch that is characteristic of WSM questions: The
superordinate verb s-selects a proposition, that is, a semantic object of type st. The
embedded CP, however, denotes a question – an object of type 〈s,st〉, if we follow
Groenendijk and Stokhof (1982). Therefore, if the XP shell serves to resolve this
type mismatch, the trace of the wh-scope marker must be of type s (assuming the
smallest possible type). This means that the type relations within the matrix VP of
(6) are as depicted in (8).
(8) et
〈st,et〉 st
s 〈s,st〉
[CP1[+Q] kak [ vy [VP dumaete [XP tkak
︷ ︸︸ ︷
[CP2[+Q] kogo ljubit Ivan] ]]]]
In the remainder of this paper, I will show that the type assumptions made
above lead to a very satisfactory account of the semantics of WSM questions. To
begin with, I will brieﬂy describe what semantics we arrive at if we translate these
type assumptions into semantic representations in accordance with Groenendijk and
Stokhof (1982).6 To do this, we ﬁrst have to specify the structure of the left periph-
ery of (6), namely as given in (9).
However, it is more plausible that the alleged higher copy of wen ‘whom’ is in fact a wh-scope
marker. This amounts to assuming that (i) has the structure in (ii).
(ii) [CP1[+Q] wen1 glaubst du [XP twen1 [CP2[+Q] wen2 Hans twen2 liebt]]]
The conﬁguration in (ii) allows the wh-scope marker wen1 to agree with the true wh-word wen2, the
matched features being accusative case, [+wh], and [+human]. This analysis is more in line with
the fact that the wh-copy construction is restricted to non-phrasal wh-constituents:
(iii) * Welche
which
Frau
woman
glaubst
think
du,
you
welche
which
Frau
woman
Hans
Hans
liebt?
loves
(German)
I am grateful to Arthur Stepanov for pointing this out to me.
6However, I will abstract away from the grammar theory this work is based on, namely Montague
grammar.
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(9) [CP1 C1[+Q] [FocP1 kak [IP vy [VP dumaete [XP tkak [CP2 C2[+Q]
[FocP2 kogo ljubit Ivan tkogo ]]]]]]]
In (9), the wh-scope marker and the true wh-phrase occupy the speciﬁer position
of a projection selected by C. For the sake of concreteness, this projection is as-
sumed to be FocP (cf. Stepanov 1998). In the following, I assume that (9) is the LF
representation of (1b).
According to Groenendijk and Stokhof (1982), a wh-chain headed by an
argument wh-phrase translates as a λ -abstract of type et (in the simplest case of
only one wh-dependency). This is schematically exemplifed in (10a) for the true
wh-phrase of (9). If we make the corresponding assumption for the chain headed
by the wh-scope marker, we must translate this chain as shown in (10b).
(10) a. [ kogo [. . . tkogo . . . ]]  λx(. . .x . . .), where x is a variable of type e
b. [ kak [. . . tkak . . . ]]  λk(. . .k . . .), where k is a variable of type s
Now assume that the interrogative complementizer C[+Q] denotes the operator Q
deﬁned in (11).
(11) Q(α) := λ iλ j(α = [λ i.α]( j)), where α is of relational type
According to these assumptions, (9) denotes the semantic object given in (12) – a
propositional concept, as will become evident immediately below.
(12) Q(λk.think′(i)(you, [Q(λx.love′(i)(ivan,x))](k)))
By the deﬁnition of Q and by variable renaming, we can rewrite (12) as follows.
(12′) λ iλ j(λk.think′(i)(you,λ l(λx.love′(k)(ivan,x) = λx.love′(l)(ivan,x))) =
= λk.think′( j)(you,λ l(λx.love′(k)(ivan,x) = λx.love′(l)(ivan,x))))
For reasons of space, I will not discuss the details of the semantic composi-
tion of (12′). Instead, I will show in Section 3.3 how to compositionally derive an
equivalent denotation from (9) along the lines of Kratzer and Shimoyama (2002).
2.2.1. The Answerhood Conditions Derived by the Partition-Theoretic IDA
Although it might not be obvious, it can be easily shown that (12′) correctly repre-
sents the answerhood conditions of (1b) (see the Appendix for a proof). However,
this requires us to make certain assumptions regarding the beliefs of the hearer (that
is, of the referent of the matrix subject of 1b): (i) that (s)he believes a proposition
that is an exhaustive answer to the question expressed by CP2 and (ii) that (s)he be-
lieves the logical consequences of this belief. The second assumption should not be
controversial since we are dealing with an epistemic notion of belief and not with
an empirical one. The ﬁrst assumption, however, requires some discussion because
it imposes an exhaustivity presupposition on the contexts in which WSM questions
can be adequately used.7 In the case of (1b), the presupposition imposed is only
7Many thanks to Benjamin Spector and Ede Zimmermann for making me aware of this.
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satisﬁed if there is no person for which the hearer doubts whether Ivan loves this
person or not (at each possible world index).8 This presupposition is very hard to
detect, if it exists at all.
Before trying to solve this problem, let me point out that exhaustivity pre-
suppositions like the one noted above arise in the framework of Groenendijk and
Stokhof (1982) with interrogatives other that WSM questions. Consider, for ex-
ample, the matrix pair-list reading of the question in (13-Q), that is, the reading
evoking answers like (13-A).
(13) Q: Who said what who bought?
A: John said what Mary bought, Lucie said what Peter bought, . . .
According to Groenendijk and Stokhof (1982), this reading is represented by the
term in (14) (where a denotes the index of the actual world).
(14) Q(λxλy.say′(i)(x, [Q(λ z.buy′(i)(y,z))](a)))
What we ﬁnd is that (14) imposes the presupposition that for each answer pair
〈x,y〉, there is no z such that x remained silent about whether y bought z or not.
Again, this presupposition seems not to be detectable, if it exists at all. Hence, if
the exhaustivity presupposition imposed by (12′) turns out to be too problematic,
a solution should be sought in the underlying question semantics and not in the
speciﬁc approach to the semantics of WSM questions (see below).9
A radical solution would be to give up the strong exhaustivity of the question
semantics of Groenendijk and Stokhof and to resort to a weakly exhaustive variant
of this semantics.10 Along the lines of the prior analysis, this can be achieved with
the question operator Qw(eak) deﬁned in (15).
(15) Qw(α) := λ iλ j(α ⊆ [λ i.α]( j)), where α is of relational type
Clearly, this would eliminate the presuppositions discussed above. To keep matters
simple, I will still use Groenendijk and Stokhof’s original semantics in the follow-
8See Staudacher (2002) for this observation with regard to a semantic representation equivalent
to (12′). Staudacher’s analysis will be brieﬂy sketched in Section 2.2.2.
9A factor that could be relevant for deciding how much of a problem the exhaustivity presuppo-
sition poses is the observation that the exhaustivity presupposition does not exclude the possibility
for WSM questions to be only partially answered. That is, the proposition I think that Ivan loves
Masha (among others) still counts as a partial answer to the semantic question given by (12′). See
(i) for a deﬁnition that corresponds to the standard deﬁnition of the notion of partial answerhood (cf.
Groenendijk and Stokhof 1984).
(i) A proposition p is a partial answer to a question Q iff there are indices i1, . . . , in (n ≥ 1) such
that p = Q(i1)∨ . . .∨Q(in)
Therefore, we could speculate that the exhaustivity presupposition does not show because it is over-
laid by the pragmatics of question answering.
10A less radical way to deal with the exhaustivity presupposition might be to assume that each
possible world has its own domain of entities (some of the consequences of this assumption are
discussed in Groenendijk and Stokhof 1994). On this assumption, the exhaustivity presupposition
is always satisﬁed with respect to a subset of the believe worlds of the hearer of a question like (1b).
However, it requires further investigation to evaluate this possibility.
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ing. Note that all of the arguments presented below remain intact when switching
to the weakly exhaustive variant.11
2.2.2. How the Partition-Theoretic IDA Relates to the Original IDA
The partition-theoretic IDA I am proposing is not just a translation of the origi-
nal IDA into the semantic framework of Groenendijk and Stokhof (1982). In the
partition-theoretic IDA, the wh-scope marker is a question word for possible worlds.
By a simple translation of the original IDA, the wh-scope marker is analyzed as a
question word for propositions (see Staudacher 2002). That is, the lower segment
of CP1 of (2) receives the interpretation shown in (16) (ignoring for the moment the
restriction on p).
(16) Q(λ p.think′(i)(you, p)), where p is a variable of type st
Following the original IDA, the propositions p believed by the hearer must be re-
stricted to certain propositions, namely to the possible answers to CP2. This is
achieved by adding to (16) the conjunct leading to (17).
(17) Q(λ p(∃k(p = T 2(k))∧ think′(i)(you, p))), where T 2 and k are variables of
type 〈s,st〉 and s, respectively
By substituting T 2 with the denotation of CP2 of (2), we then arrive at the semantic
representation shown in (18).
(18) Q(λ p(∃k(p = [Q(λx.love′(i)(hans,x))](k))∧ think′(i)(you, p)))
The propositional concept denoted by (18) is the Groenendijk&Stokhof variant of
the denotation derived in (5) by the original IDA. While (18) can be shown to be
equivalent to (12) (ignoring, of course, the differing individual constants),12 the two
representations differ considerably in their structure and hence lead to completely
different compositional analyses. This shows that my variant of the IDA differs sub-
stantially from the original IDA and from Staudacher’s partition-theoretic version
of Dayal’s approach.
3. Advantages of the Partition-Theoretic IDA
The partition-theoretic IDA has a number of advantages over Dayal’s original ap-
proach.
3.1. Binding-Theoretic Predictions
Consider the German WSM question in (19).
11I am very grateful to Benjamin Spector for pointing this out to me.
12Cf. Staudacher 2002.
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(19) Was
What
sagt
says
er,
he
wo
where
Kai
Kai
wohnt?
lives
(German)
‘Where does he say that Kai lives twhere?’
According to the original IDA, the matrix subject of (19) does not c-command CP2
at LF (or at any other stage in the derivation) because CP2 is assumed to be an
adjunct of CP1 (see 20).
(20) Original IDA
[CP1 [CP1 was [IP er [VP twas sagt ]]] [CP2 wo Kai wohnt ]]
This holds even if the original IDA is adapted to the revised syntax presented in
Section 2.1 (see Stepanov 2000: for an explicit proposal): At LF, CP2 must be a
sister of the wh-scope marker (or of a constituent dominating the scope marker) be-
cause their denotations must be composed with each other. Accordingly, Stepanov
(2000) assumes the LF structure in (21).
(21) Original IDA adapted to the revised syntax
[CP1 [XP was [CP2 wo Kai wohnt ]] [IP er [VP tXP sagt ]]]
In the partition-theoretic IDA, the c-command relations at LF differ crucially from
those observed above. As can be seen in (22), the matrix subject c-commands
CP2, and quite necessarily so because CP2 must be semantically composed with the
superordinate verb.
(22) Partition-theoretic IDA
[CP1 was [IP er [VP [XP twas [CP2 wo Kai wohnt ]] sagt ]]]
Now observe that in (19), he and Kai cannot be interpreted as coreferent (cf.
Fanselow and Mahajan 2000):
(23) * Was
What
sagt
says
eri
he
wo
where
Kaii
Kai
wohnt?
lives
(German)
On minimalist assumptions, LF is the only level relevant to binding conditions.
Hence, Binding Theory cannot be used in the original IDA for explaining the de-
viance of (23) (even if adapted to the revised syntax). In contrast to this, the
partition-theoretic IDA predicts a Condition C effect to emerge and hence the im-
possibility of the coreferent reading. Furthermore, representations like (12) are
structurally suited to account for the Condition C effect observed above on purely
semantic grounds (along the lines of Schlenker 2005).
Other relevant binding facts are hard to come by in WSM questions. If
we consider, for example, quantifer binding, we encounter the intervention effect
(see Beck 1996, Pafel 2000). That is, the only quantiﬁers that can occcur in the
superordinate clause of a WSM question are arguably those that can outscope the
wh-scope marker at LF (for discussion, see Krifka 2001).
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3.2. Non-Factive Readings
3.2.1. Telling the Truth
The German verb erza¨hlen ‘to tell’ is non-factive. For example, we ﬁnd that the
sentence in (24) does not entail (or presuppose) that Maria lives in Paris.
(24) Kai
Kai
hat
has
erza¨hlt,
told
dass
that
Maria
Maria
in
in
Paris
Paris
wohnt.
lives
(German)
‘Kai told that Maria lives in Paris.’
However, as a question-embedding verb, erza¨hlen receives a factive reading (cf.
Karttunen 1977). That is, the sentence in (25) entails that Kai told the truth about
where Maria lives.
(25) Kai
Kai
hat
has
erza¨hlt,
told
wo
where
Maria
Maria
wohnt.
lives
(German)
‘Kai told where Maria lives.’
According to Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984), the entailment of (25) is due
to the fact that erza¨hlen selects (what I call) the a-extension of a question. The
a-extension of a question Q is the proposition Qg(a): the exhaustive answer to Q
at the index a of the actual world. According to this assumption, (25) denotes the
proposition shown in (26).
(26) λ i.tell′(i)(kai, [Q(λx.live in′(i)(maria,x))](a))
Let us assume, for an example, that in the actual world, Maria lives only in Paris.
Then (26) is the proposition that Kai told that Maria lives only in Paris.
3.2.2. No factivity in WSM Questions
Now note that in a WSM question, erza¨hlen does not receive a factive reading (cf.
Dayal 1994: pp. 163f):
(27) Ich
I
weiss,
know
was
what
Kai
Kai
erza¨hlt
told
hat,
has,
wo
where
Maria
Maria
wohnt.
lives
(German)
‘I know where Kai told that Maria lives.’
That is, (27) does not entail that Kai told the truth about where Maria lives. This is
predicted by the partition-theoretic IDA. According to this approach, (27) denotes
the propositional concept in (28).
(28) Q(λk.tell′(i)(kai, [Q(λx.live in′(i)(maria,x))](k)))
Observe that in (28) the index variable k is λ -bound. Hence, k does not (in general)
denote the index of the actual world, and so no factive reading can arise.
In Dayal (1994), the readings noted above are accounted for by the distribu-
tion of the operator Ans1 deﬁned in (29).
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(29) Ans1(Q) := λ p(p ∈Q∧ p(a))
However, the distribution of Ans1 must be stipulated. That is, the term representing
the unattested factive reading is semantically impeccable, as can be easily checked
by considering (30).
(30) λ p.∃q(Ans1(λ p′.p′ = λ i.∃x(live in′(i)(maria,x)))(q)∧
∧p = λ i.tell′(i)(kai,q))
It is possible to evade this problem by replacing Ans1 by an operator that cannot be
applied to the subordinate clause of a WSM question.13 The operator Ans2 deﬁned
in (31) is of this kind (see Dayal 1996: p. 116).
(31) Ans2(Q) := ι p(p ∈Q∧ p(a)∧∀p′ ∈ Q(p′(a)→ p ⊆ p′))
Still, the original IDA does not predict the lack of factive readings in WSM ques-
tions: The existence of Ans1 shows that factive readings are not necessarily ex-
cluded like in the partition-theoretic IDA.
3.2.3. No WSM with Factive Predicates
In German, WSM does not occur with factive predicates like wissen ‘to know’ (cf.
Dayal 1994):
(32) * Was
what
weiß
know
Kai,
Kai
wo
where
Maria
Maria
wohnt?
lives
(German)
Let us assume that the factivity of wissen is represented by means of the operator ∂
in the way speciﬁed in (33) (cf. Beaver 2001).
(33) wisseng = λ iλ pλx(know′(i)(x, p) ∧ ∂ p(a))
Thereby, ∂ is the truth function deﬁned in (34).
(34) v 1 0 n∂v 1 n n
On this background, consider the denotation of (32) shown in (35).
(35) Q(λk.wisseng(i)(kai, [Q(λx.live in′(i)(maria,x))](k)))
The term in (35) can be resolved as shown in (36) (unnecessary details omitted).
(36) Q(
p︷ ︸︸ ︷
λk(. . .∧∂λx.live in′(k)(maria,x) = λx.live in′(a)(maria,x)))
Now we can observe that for each index k, p(k) = n iff Maria lives in the same
places at k as at a. This means that the denotation of (32) does not deﬁne a non-
trivial partition of the set of indices and hence (32) does not denote a semantic
question in the sense of the partition theory of questions. This shows that the parti-
tion theoretic IDA accounts for the unacceptability of (32).
13Many thanks to Chung-chieh Shan and Veneeta Dayal for making me aware of this.
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3.3. Dealing with the Typological Diversity
3.3.1. WSM in wh-in-situ Languages
WSM questions are found across the categories of the wh-typology. In the preced-
ing sections, we have already discussed examples from wh-ex-situ languages. For
an example from a wh-in-situ language, consider the WSM question in (37) from
Hindi (cf. Dayal 1994).
(37) Ram-ne
Ram-ERG
kyaa
what
socaa
thought
ki
that
ravii-ne
Ravi-ERG
kis-ko
who-ACC
dekhaa?
saw
(Hindi)
‘Who did Ram think that Ravi saw?’
To provide a compositional analysis for (37), we have to clarify whether in-situ
wh-phrases undergo covert wh-movement in Hindi. Crucial evidence for the LF
position of in-situ wh-phrases is provided by constructions such as (38) (see Beck
2006).
(38) ?? koi
anyone
nahiiN
not
kyaa
what
paRhaa?
read.PERF.M
(Hindi)
intended: ‘What did no one read?’
The deviance of this construction is an example for a so-called wh-intervention
effect. According to Pesetsky (2000), the deviance of (38) shows that the in-situ wh-
phrase kyaa ‘what’ does not undergo covert phrasal wh-movement but only feature
movement (which, acccording to Pesetsky, is blocked by the intervening negation,
hence the deviance). In related work, Beck (2006) argues on semantic grounds
that wh-intervention effects provide evidence for the in-situ interpretation of in-situ
wh-phrases.
Hence, it is reasonable to assume that the two wh-phrases in (37) remain
in situ at LF. There are two versions of the partition theory that allow for the in-
situ interpretation of in-situ wh-phrases: Kratzer and Shimoyama (2002) and Haida
(2005). For brevity, I will use the version of Kratzer and Shimoyama, which is
sketched in the following subsection.
3.3.2. Kratzer and Shimoyama’s Version of the Partition Theory
According to Kratzer and Shimoyama (2002), all constituents denote sets of ordi-
nary denotations. More speciﬁcally, a non-wh word denotes the singleton set of its
ordinary denotation. In contrast to this, wh-words denote (non-singleton) alterna-
tive sets. For example, the wh-pronoun who (and its cognates in other languages)
denotes the set E of entities:14
(39) whog = E
14Here, I follow Groenendijk and Stokhof (1982) in the assumption that wh-pronouns do not have
a domain restriction.
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The mode of composition is pointwise functional application. In interrogative sen-
tences, the alternative sets of propositions resulting at the IP level are converted into
singleton sets of question intensions in accordance with Groenendijk and Stokhof
(1982). This is achieved by the question operator QK&S deﬁned in (40).
(40) QK&S αg = {λ iλ j.∀p(p ∈ αg → (p(i)↔ p( j)))}
The only additional assumption that must be made to derive the meaning of
WSM questions concerns the denotation of wh-scope markers. As argued above,
wh-scope markers are question words for possible worlds. In the semantic frame-
work of Kratzer and Shimoyama, a wh-scope marker WSM must hence be assumed
to denote the set S of indices:
(41) WSMg = S
These assmptions will be used in the following subsections to give a com-
positional account of some of the WSM questions discussed in this paper.
3.3.3. The in-situ Interpretation of in-situ wh-Scope Markers
In (42), it is shown how to derive the denotation of CP2 of (37). Note how the
alternatives introduced by kis-ko ‘who-ACC’ are propagated up the tree.
(42) CP2
{λ iλ j.∀p(p ∈ {λ i.see′(i)(ravi,y) | y ∈ E }→ (p(i)↔ p( j)))}
QK&S IP
{λ i.see′(i)(ravi,y) | y ∈ E }
ravii-ne ‘Ravi’
{ravi}
VP
{λxλ i.see′(i)(x,y) | y ∈ E }
kis-ko ‘who’
E
dekhaa ‘saw’
{λyλxλ i.see′(i)(x,y)}
The same propagation of alternatives can be observed with the alternatives intro-
duced by an in-situ wh-scope marker. This shown in (43) with the denotation de-
rived for CP1 of (37) (where q is the question intension derived in 42 above).
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(43) CP1
{λ iλ j.∀p(p ∈ {λ i.think′(i)(ram,q(k)) | k ∈S }→ (p(i)↔ p( j)))}
QK&S IP
{λ i.think′(i)(ram,q(k)) | k ∈S }
ram-ne ‘Ram’
{ram}
VP
{λxλ i.think′(i)(x,q(k)) | k ∈S }
XP
{q(k) | k ∈S }
socaa ‘think’
{λ pλxλ i.think′(i)(x, p)}
kyaa ‘what’
S
CP2
{q}
3.3.4. The ex-situ Interpretation of ex-situ wh-Scope Markers
For the ex-situ interpretation of ex-situ wh-scope markers (and other ex-situ wh-
phrases), we need to add the rule given in (44), where I assume for simplicity that
a moved phrase is coindexed with the variable introduced by the denotation of its
trace.
(44) αx β g = ⋃d∈αgβ g[x→d]
This rule is used in (45) to derive the denotation of CP1 of (1b) (where q is the
intension of CP2 of 1b).
(45) CP1
{λ iλ j.∀p(p ∈ {λ i.think′(i)(you,q(k)) | k ∈S }→ (p(i)↔ p( j)))}
QK&S FocP
{λ i.think′(i)(you,q(k)) | k ∈S }
kakk ‘how’
S
IP
{λ i.think′(i)(you,q(k))}
vy ‘you’
{you}
VP
{λxλ i.think′(i)(x,q(k))}
dumaete ‘think’
{λ pλxλ i.think′(i)(x, p)}
XP
{q(k)}
tkak
{k}
CP2
{q}
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3.3.5. The Interpretation of Incorporated wh-Scope Markers
We ﬁnd wh-scope markers incorporated into the matrix verb of a WSM question,
for example, in Iraqi Arabic (see Wahba 1991, Stepanov and Stateva 2006):
(46) sh-tsawwarit
WSM-thought
Mona
Mona
meno
who
Ali
Ali
gabal?
met
(Iraqi Arabic)
‘Who did Mona think Ali met?’
Semantically, the incorporation of an afﬁxal wh-scope marker WSM- can be ac-
counted for by the rule WI deﬁned below (where q is a variable of type 〈s,st〉).
(47) If αg ⊆DD st , then WSM-αg ⊆DD 〈s,st〉 such that
WSM-αg = {λq.a(q(k)) | k ∈ WSM-g∧a ∈ αg}
The rule WI applies in the derivation of the denotation of CP1 of (46) shown in
(48), where q is the intension of CP2 of (46). In connection with this rule, I assume
that the movement of an afﬁxal wh-scope marker does not leave a trace so that the
XP node can be pruned in the LF structure of a scope-marking construction such as
(46).15 Furthermore, note that in (46) the scope-marker/verb complex is fronted to
a clause-initial position. This movement must be reconstructed at LF (see 48).
(48) CP1
{λ iλ j.∀p(p ∈ {λ i.think′(i)(mona,q(k)) | k ∈S }→ (p(i)↔ p( j)))}
QK&S IP
{λ i.think′(i)(mona,q(k)) | k ∈S }
Mona ‘Mona’
{mona}
VP
{λxλ i.think′(i)(x,q(k)) | k ∈S }
sh-tsawwarit
{λqλxλ i.think′(i)(x,q(k)) | k ∈S }
W I
CP2
{q}
sh- ‘WSM-’
S
tsawwarit ‘think’
{λ pλxλ i.think′(i)(x, p)}
3.3.6. How the Original IDA Deals with the Typological Diversity
The original IDA assumes covert phrasal movement of the wh-scope marker in sen-
tences like (37). Wh-intervention effects, however, suggest otherwise. So far, there
15Alternatively, we could assume that WI is a lexical rule that turns (certain) proposition-taking
predicates into question-taking predicates. According to this assumption, the XP layer is not in-
volved in the derivation of (46).
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has not been proposed a method for the in-situ interpretation of wh-scope markers
for Dayal’s IDA. Furthermore, it seems that the original IDA does not make it pos-
sible to give a compositional interpretation to incorporated wh-scope markers (see
Stepanov and Stateva 2006).
4. Conclusion
I have presented a variant of Veneeta Dayal’s indirect dependency approach to
WSM questions. The partition-theoretic IDA presented in this paper derives the
correct answerhood conditions for WSM questions and predicts certain aspects of
their meaning that require additional assumptions in the original IDA. Furthermore,
it was shown that the partition-theoretic IDA is adequate for a number of typologi-
cally diverse languages.
5. Appendix
In the following, it will be shown that the answerhood conditions of (1b) are cor-
rectly represented by (12′) (repeated below in slightly different form).
λ iλ j(λk.think′(i)(you,q(k)) = λk.think( j)(you,q(k))) =: r
where q(k) = λ l(λx.love′(k)(ivan,x) = λx.love′(l)(ivan,x))
It must be shown that for each index i, r(i) is the exhaustive answer to the question
of who the hearer thinks that Ivan loves.
Proof: Let i be any index. Assume that (at all indices) the hearer believes a propo-
sition that is an exhaustive answer to q. Furthermore, assume that (at all indices) the
hearer believes the consequences of what he believes. Now assume w.l.o.g. that at
index i, the hearer believes that Ivan loves only Kim. Then λk.think′(i)(you,q(k))
is the set of indices k such that q(k) is the proposition that Ivan loves only Kim.
Hence, for all indices j, λk.think′(i)(you,q(k)) = λk.think′(j)(you,q(k)) iff the
hearer believes at index j that Ivan loves only Kim. Consequently, r(i) is the
proposition that the hearer believes that Ivan loves only Kim. Since i was chosen
arbitrarily, we have proven our claim.
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